
A superb contemporary collection of stunning accessories including 
sumptuous curtain tiebacks, crystal curtains, light sculptures, foot stools and fringing. 

Bespoke jewellery for the home.

for award winning design



This delicate design is accentuated by a skirt made entirely of hand-made fringing composed of
strands of double satin ribbon and faceted crystal droplets in complimentary colours. (Burgundy

and crystal beads shown here). A modern look with a contemporary sparkle!

Contemporary Ribbon and Crystal Collection
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A crisply modern design with striking stripped goose feather fringe under an Alcantara suede double bobble in a range of chic
colours – burgundy, dark blue, black, cream, ivory and grey. 

Front cover shows the Crown crystal tassel. Lavish and sumptuous, this is the ultimate in refinement and style. Created as a
miniature art piece, this tassel uses the finest materials, Japanese silk, crystal beads and gilded detailing sitting above the most
luxurious and exotic stripped goose feather fringe. The ultimate in home jewellery to adorn the most sophisticated home.

Contemporary Style Tie-back



A sumptuous collection incorporating a three tassel tie-back, with three bobbles wound with fine cotton, 
braiding and fine passementerie.

Russian Collection – Cotton
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The Classic Collection
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Top: Medium Classic double tassel tie-back in a selection of colours.

Bottom: Haute Couture (long) Classic double tassel tie-back with bronzed exotic coque feathers, chenille and silk covered
bobbles and with crystal detailing. 



Russian silk tie-back incorporates the finest work with a three tassel tie-back, with exquisite braiding using Lelievre pure silk
damask, fine passementerie and Japanese silk, fringed with stripped goose and coque feathers. 

Russian Silk
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An exclusive single tassel tie-back featuring specially designed Wedgwood® fine bone china bobbles, decorated with exquisite
hand crafted flowers, finished with a skirt of stripped ivory white goose and coque feathers.

White Russia 
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Empire Style Range – The Kirov Gold
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Top left: Raw linen double tassel tie-back,
with natural stripped goose feathers.

Beige chenille tie-back with diamond detail
and taupe stripped feathers. 

Above: Soft, pure white mohair double
tassel curtain tie-back with sumptuous long

mohair fringe for a more contemporary look.

Left: Empire silk tie-backs with stripped
goose feathers in sophisticated colour

combinations, soft grey with warm 
brown/ lilac with chocolate brown.

Empire Range – Silk, Linen, Chenille and Mohair

Elegant double tassel tie-back in classic gold and ivory shades of Japanese silk with diamond detail and complimentary ivory
stripped goose feathers. All colour combinations available.



Left: A long black leather fringe straddles this wonderfully
simple and contemporary tie-back. Highlights of deep

crimson create flecks of decadence. A medley of suede
ribbon and Japanese silks create a dramatic design covered

bobble in three pieces. This sleek long design also comes
with a fringe of real hair for the ultimate talking point! 

Right: Black leather buckle tie-back. The chrome buckle
detail adds a subtlety and style to the leather and black

Japanese silk bobbles on this chic home accessory – almost
fit to wear!

Lady Godiva Leather and Black Leather Buckle
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Sumptuously soft white suede double tassel tie-back, with long hand made fringe with rivet detailing.
Latest contemporary designs from the Spina studio.

Soft Leather Collection – White Polo Suede
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Top: Mother of Pearl button tie-band. Buttons of mother of pearl feature centrally in this design along side cut crystal beads
and Japanese silk bobbles to form a delicately sophisticated tie-band. Silk colours can be co-ordinated to any colour scheme. 

Bottom: Mother of Pearl clasp tie-band. Unusual irredescent mother of pearl clasps create this wonderful innovative design,
a sculptural piece delicately interspersed with cut lead crystal beads and shards of polished mother of pearl. 

Curtain Tie-bands – Mother of Pearl Buttons 
and Clasps
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Curtain Tie-bands – Crystal Sensation

Strikingly unique curtain accessory incorporating a design using multi-layered strands of fine lead crystal faceted beads to
form an exquisite subtly glittering embrace of crystals, delicately tied together as a bow, with two fine Japanese silk bobbles.
All silk colour combinations available.
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Left: Medallion style curtain tie-back with faceted anchor clear lead crystal pendant and 
exquisitely fine beaded crystal tie-back cord.

Right: Single crystal tassel with lead crystal faceted beads and double satin ribbon covered bobbles. 

Crystal Medallions and Single Crystal
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Pure Crystal Collection

Double crystal tie-back in deep, rich amber featuring crystal rondels in a lavish cord with two tassels finished with delicate
hand woven Japanese silk in subtly complimentary colours.



Left: Double jet crystal tie-back. Beautifully dark Japanese silk threads come alive with the antique luminosity
of  black facetet crystal, which forms a fringe on the double tassels, jewellery like and seriously magical!

Right: Medusa style tassels in turquoise or rose pink, with fine lead crystal beads accentuated by coloured
crystal and matching Japanese silk bobbles. Pretty, stranded cord with alternating beads of crystal.

Double Jet and Medusa Crystal Collection
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Left: Double Crystal tie-back with exclusive Swarovski crystal beadwork including a lavish crystal
cord using fine multi-faced beads and Japanese silk.

Right: Double Crystal curtain tie-back in delicate hues of variegated pink and rose tints with
exquisitely matched hand woven silk bobbles.

Pure Double Crystal Collection
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Left: Pink bows tie-back, a delightful and pretty design which sets off beautifully the soft sensual feel of
pink satin ribbon to adorn every boudoir. Steeped in the ‘must have’ feel, this is every girl’s dream.

Right: Signature ribbon incorporates Spina’s or client’s name, subtly creating a 
personalised tie-back with its ivory crispy feel.

Pink Ribbon and Signature Ribbon Collection

1918

Shimmeringly soft and delightful curtain tie-back using a long double satin ribbon fringing accentuated by strands of
multi-faceted, fine, lead crystal beadwork. All colour combinations available.

Ribbon and Crystal Collection



Richly decadent, with a flavour of the Arabian nights, this tie-back makes you swoon, festooned with its beautiful glinting cord
made of crystal rondels in deepest hues set against warm yellow gold pieces. A romantic and sensual piece which sets a room

gently alight with its skirt accentuated by faceted, beaded strands set against double satin ribbon. Most colours available.

Scherazade
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Simple clean lines subtly tell the story emblazoned in this exquisite red double satin ribbon. A confident bold tassel on the
outside, but a warm delightful accent for any rooom setting, (one tassel shown here but comes as a double tassel tie-back).

Ribbon Collection – Mao Tse-Tung
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Red coral tie-back. Preciously designed to accentuate the innate beauty of red Sardinian coral, using shimmering
red Japanese silk threads and crimson faceted beads to crown the subtle gleam of this unique coral fringe.

Uniquely contemporary, this is true jewellery for the home.

Red Coral Collection

A supremely elegant tie-back with crystal pearls and beads adorning both its cord and its wonderful skirt.
Topped with a bobble covered in ivory silk satin, its gentle under statement makes it a contemporary
classic.

Pearls and Crystal Collection
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Fur Collection – ‘Mink’
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Above: Exclusive brown ‘mink’ double pompon
curtain tie-back, with fine hand-woven design in a

medley of Japanese silk colours.

Right: Key tassel in pure white ‘mink’ pompon with
lead crystal faceted pendant and Japanese silk
bobbles in fine complimentary white shades.
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Fur Collection – ‘Fox’

Burgundy ‘fox’ tie-back with three pompons and Japanese silk.



Above: Princess tie-back. Described as ‘fit for a
princess’ this intricate pattern is realised with suede

ribbon, fine Japanese silk and edged with hand twisted
‘mink’. A truly bespoke design which can incorporate

all the colours required for the most sophisticated
scheme. Most colour combinations available.

Left: Ostrich and silk tie-back. A moving sway of soft
ostrich feathers are the back drop for the hand-

wound Japanese silk bobbles made in a way only
Spina know how to make bespoke artistry for the

discerning client. Most colour combinations available.

Ultimate Luxury Range
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Above: Monogram tie-back. Delicate embroidery
can accentuate a plain silk fabric to add a unique
signature to a special room setting. All colour
combinations available including floral motifs as well
as an individual monogram design. Shown here is
Spina’s own logo baby blue silk thread on ivory silk
using an Empire style tie-back design, edged with a
skirt of stripped goose feathers in complimentary
colours.

Left: Rosey Posey tie-back, shows off these
exquisitely hand-made white ceramic flowers
alongside faceted lead crystal beadlets to form the
most beautiful tie-back. Its shimmering cord leaves a
trail of subtle splendour.

Ultimate Luxury Range
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Ultimate Luxury Range

Left: Silver Art Deco tie-back, the most luxuriously decadent of Spina’s creations, a pure design featuring a long
solid silver box chain fringe complimented by fine Japanese silk bobbles on three tiers in greys and rose.

Right: Bollywood style tie-back, the ultimate tie-back or decorative sculpture. Made in gargantuan proportions
and incorporating the richest and most stunning materials – prime ostrich feathers, studded with semi-precious

stones, chenille and embellished with baby tassels and fine detailing and braiding. 
All colour combinations available.

Ultimate Luxury Range
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Above: Tiger Eye tie-back. Fabulously decadent
tiger eye stones add a brilliantly sleek fringe to
the glistening amber beads and delicately hand
woven Japanese silk bobbles in three tiers. 
A unique design for the chicest interior. 

Left: Adam and Eve tie-back. Parisienne silk leaves
nestle lovingly around this tie-back, softly
adorning beautiful Japanese silk threads and a skirt
of stripped goose feathers. This sensual mixture
creates a truly wonderful effect.
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Key tassel with guinea fowl feathers and chocolate brown Alcantara bobble.

Key Tassels

Above: Selection of suede fabric, hand-
finished cushions, available in parcel style
with feather and suede plait or in inset
style with feather detail to match the
guinea fowl tie-back (left) and key tassel
(opposite).

Left: Alcantara and guinea fowl fringed tie-
back. A delicious chocolate brown, two
tassel tie-back covered in Alcantara suede
thonging with a hackle feather trim further
edged with guinea fowl detailing. Can be
complimented by the matching guinea
fowl key tassel (opposite and 
page 32) and cushion (above).

Matching Tie-backs and Cushions
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Top: Pink powder puff ‘mink’ pompon, Japanese silk
and Alcantara suede, large shown.

Middle left: Hackle feather tassels in brown, lilac,
red and black.

Left: Medallion blind pull with faceted lead crystal
pendant. 

Above: Napkin holder. This bejewelled design,
super luxurious for the table, features crystal pearls

with double satin and silk detailing, it delicately
winds its way around the napkin to give a beautiful

accent to any table setting.

…Key Tassels, Napkin Holders and Light Pulls
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Top left: A subtly glorious white hackle feather key
tassel with soft Alcantara suede bobble, all tassels
can be adapted as blind or light pulls and napkin
holders. (See other colours above and right).

Top right: New lilac and burgundy rabbit fur
pompons

Above: Specially treated guinea fowl feathers come
in a variety of stunning colours – blue, red, green,
pink and natural.

Left: The natural delicate beauty of pheasant
feathers edge this wonderful decorative key tassel
covered with Alcantara suede in dark chocolate. 

Blind Pulls, Key Tassels, Pompons and
Napkin Holders
32



Top left: Crystal Throw. The
unimaginable comes together in
this carefully considered use of soft
materials threaded through
exclusive Swarovski crystal pieces,
hand threaded this is the most
striking new accessory for the
home.

Top right: Crystal Cushions.
Swarovski crystal is hand threaded
onto Italian Alcantara suede to
create the most sumptuously
decadent cushion collection. Also
comes in brown with smoked
topaz crystal or black with jet
crystal. To truly compliment the
crystal throw.

Left: Special mini-collection of
Japanese silk covered bobbles with
fine detailing and edged with an
exquisite sparkling skirt of multi-
faceted clear crystal, smoked topaz
or jet beads. A beautiful accent in
any room setting. Can be colour
co-ordinated to order.

Crystal Throws, Crystal Cushions 
and Crystal Tassels
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Top: Pearl and crystal footstool by Spina.
Supremely elegant in buttoned, white
Alcantara suede, fringed with a truly
sumptuous pearl and crystal skirt overlain
on double satin ribbon, hand-made fringe.
(Wide colour combination available.)

Left: Footstool detail. Exclusively hand
made, with every centimetre of this
stunning fringe carefully put together at the
Spina studio, hand beaded pearl crystals,
double-satin ribbon playfully come together
for a truly divinely decadent look. Wide
variety of colour combinations and different
designs can be commissioned.

Jewels for the Home – Footstools and Fringing
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Crystal Light Sculptures
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Crystal Light Sculptures
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When lit with special halogen lighting
these contemporary crystal designs
are the epitome of style and
elegance, gracing the most superb
houses these are uniquely striking in
their simplicity and lustre. The subtle
reflective playfulness that lead faceted
crystal brings even during the day is
incomparable with any other material.
In three different designs and two
standard sizes, or made to order.
Each sculpture is installed in a
uniquely different design in each
space to compliment the immediate
decoration. 

Top right: Square crystal form shaped
by plated chrome work fitted with
octagonal crystal faceted beads in
graduated strands of varying lengths
connected by beautiful metal clasps.
Comes in standard size (22cm square
by approx 80cm in differing lengths:
as shown opposite). You can create
your own design by aligning several
sculptures side by side for the most
dramatic effect.
Comes in two other standard sizes
32cm wide by 72cm long or 45cm by
110cm long or made to order, POA.

Bottom right: Circular design with a
chrome suspension bridge(single or
double) to form a glittering array of
cascading beads, graduated design
with variegated lengths of crystal
using striking metal clasps. 
Standard size is 28cm diameter wide
with length of 80cm long variegated.
Can also be adjusted to make lengths
smaller.
Comes in two other standard sizes
32cm diameter by 72cm long or
45cm by 110cm, double tier shown
on right. 

Above: Spina’s sumptuous display specially
created, featuring six lighting sculptures aligned

side ways on for the most dramatic effect. 
A stunningly contemporary display, showing the

best of Spina design.

Left: Wall light sculpture designed to be attached
to a classic chrome (or brass) fitment, these

graduated crystal strands create the latest in home
design accessories, a magical modern touch to any
room setting. Playfully adapted to each space, the

most suitable design is accomplished using
different sizes of crystal and metal clasps. Can be
extended to form whole wall covering or crystal

curtain or pelmet (see page 38), choice of
octagonal or square faceted crystal buttons or as

crystal beads, centrally strung, POA. 
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Pearl and Crystal Curtains

Top: Pearl and crystal curtain. Exquisite crystal pearl clusters are delicately suspended from fine acrylic filaments, which gently
gleam, forming an unusually subtle curtain or beautiful room divider. Can be made to any length or width, each design is
unique and tailor-made for the room setting. An exquisite addition to luxurious living.

Bottom: Square and octagonal clear lead crystal faceted buttons with fringing of lead crystal pendants, linked by fine silver
clasps. For a unique window treatment, as a curtain, a pelmet or to accentuate light. In different shaped buttons, in various
sizes and styles.

Top: Raindrops and Roses Lighting Sculpture. Exquisitely crafted using posies composed of beautiful ceramic roses, suspended on
acrylic filaments detailed with clusters of delicately designed crystal bead work. This is the ultimate in the fusion of contemporary

sculpture and lighting for the home and has to be seen to be believed.

Above: Detail of the fine hand made rose clusters which form the posies of the Raindrops and Roses chandelier. Standard size:
diameter 28cm by approx 55cm long. Can be specially commissioned for larger pieces.

Ceramic and Crystal Lighting Sculptures
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Partners: R. Spina & J. Zito
12 Kingsgate Place, London, UK.  NW6 4TA

Tel: +44 (0) 20 7328 5274  Fax: +44 (0) 20 7624 2078
E-mail: spinadesign@btconnect.com  

www.spinadesign.co.uk  Vat no. 756 235030

Spina’s award winning atelier, constantly creates contemporary designs for beautiful
interiors across the world. 
With all work being produced by hand, Spina creates the finest accessories and pieces
of passementerie, hallmarked by the special use of precious materials – feathers, crystal,
coral, silver, silks and Alcantara. 
The exquisite tie-back collection is now complimented by lighting sculptures, cushions
and even footstools, that act as jewellery for the home. 
Commissioned by the major interior designers and constantly featured in the best
interior pages, Spina really is the name in ultimate luxury. 
When Spina’s passementerie is used to adorn curtains, antique furniture, window blinds,
handles or as a sculptural accent, Spina designs create a flavour of luxurious decadence
and a timeless elegance. 
Spina specialises in working alongside the client, interpreting your ideas, your colours,
so that we can then achieve something especially unique for you. 

The celebrated giant Spina tassel ‘Gargantua’, as shown in London and displayed in New York’s Fifth Avenue, is
beautifully adorned with 8,000 pieces of Swarovski crystal. Probably the largest authentic tassel ever created using pure

passementerie techniques. A stunning example of the best of Spina craftsmanship and design – the Spina hallmark. 

Photography: Chris Tubbs. Shot on location at Les Trois Garcons. Fabrics by Lelievre.
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